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eric gill (1882-1940) - our archive home - eric gill (1882-1940) an inventory of his work in special
collections, university of otago prepared by romilly smith march 2016 . page 2 of 28 eric gill: an inventory of
his work in special collections, university of otago for the purposes of this inventory, the books are listed
alphabetically by title. they are separated into collections within special collections – namely the brasch, stack
... the four gospels - university of notre dame - university of notre dame eric gill collection 1 an
introduction to the eric gill special collection eric gill (1882-1940) was an english engraver, sculptor,
typographer, and writer who lived and worked in and near london. the university of notre dame collection
includes over 2,000 items of eric gill’s work: books, pamphlets, broadsides, prints, greeting cards, calendars,
sketches, wood ... here adventure was linked with antiquity at every turn ... - eric gill (1882-1940), and
casson had indeed included a pioneering chapter on gill in his some modern sculptors , at a point when gill was
relatively early on in his career. 5 casson wrote well on gill, and despite his admiration for gill’s art he was
impressed by eric gill - university of texas at austin - gill, eric, 1882-1940 manuscript collection ms-1613
bibliography of eric gill, page proofs, with proof of portrait frontispiece, laid in a copy of the dust jacket, xv,
222 pages, 21-31 october 1952. modern british sculpture - macconnal-mason - “i think if you look after
goodness and truth, beauty will take care of itself.” - eric gill eric gill (1882-1940) eve conceived circa 1928-30
caen stone catholic elegance and joy transcript - gresham college - catholic elegance and joy transcript
date: wednesday, 14 december 2011 - 1:00pm location: museum of london. 14 december 2011 christian faith
and modern art: catholic elegance and joy professor rt rvd lord harries of pentregarth eric gill, 1882-1940
portait eric gill trained at chichester art and technical school and then started to train as an architect in london.
at the same time he took ... eric gill archive - oac pdf server - finding aid for the eric gill archive,
1887-2003 (bulk 1905-1940)msll msll 3 at this time, gill's interest in art, religion, and politics were developing
in diverse, often contradictory directions. writer, typographer, printer, artist - eric gill (1882-1940), best
known for his typography and the widely-used typeface that bears his name, was a prolific english artist and
writer whose daring aesthetic combined sensuality and spirituality with a keen sense of the line. his artistic
works range from postage stamps to stone monuments. drawn from usf’s albert sperisen collection, the over
100 works in “eric gill iconographer ... eric gill: iconographer - loyola marymount university - eric gill:
iconographer explores the art and writings of eric gill (1882-1940), whose typefaces gill sans, joanna, and
perpetua are still popular today. gill was a prolific three letters from stanley casson to francis henry
taylor ... - three letters from stanley casson to francis henry taylor, 1932 new college library has recently
purchased a book written by stanley casson (1889-1944), reader in classical archaeology, and fellow of new
college. this volume was acquired with three typed letters tucked inside it, from casson to the american
museum curator francis henry taylor (1903-57), and written in the interwar years ... sent to lax shelf - webu
- list of materials owned by the archives publications sent to robert lax josé and miriam argüelles. mandala.
boulder and london: shambhala, 1972. eric gill archive - california digital library - finding aid for the eric
gill archive, 1887-2003 (bulk 1905-1940) ms gill 3 clients. at this time, gill's interest in art, religion, and politics
were developing in diverse, often contradictory directions. obituaries and other biographical
notes/profiles - disclaimer . this database is the result of the compilation of a number of finding aids and
indices created over a number of years by different staff, who may have applied boston college collection
of eric gill materials - creator gill, eric, 1882-1940 title boston college collection of eric gill materials date
[bulk] bulk, 1916-1940 date [inclusive] 1896-1983 extent 28.0 linear feet (21 boxes and 7 oversize objects)
language english abstract the eric gill collection includes sketches, drawings, and engravings by gill, as well as
publications, ephemera, and some correspondence. there are also several woodcut ...
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